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NEW QUESTION: 1
You discover that a CCD client is failing to learn patters with RTMT.
Which two actions can you take to troubleshoot the problem? (Choose Two)
A. Verify that the trunk is selected for the CCD requesting service.
B. Verify the SAF configuration.
C. Verify that the trunk is selected for the CCD advertising service.
D. Verify that EIGRP topology information is available to the SAF Forwarders.
E. Verify that SIP trunk between Cisco Unified Communications Manager and the Cisco Unified
Presence Server is configured correctly.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Choose what BEST describes the Policy Layer Traffic Inspection.
A. If a packet does not match any of the inline layers, the matching continues to the next Layer.
B. If a packet does not match any of the inline layers, the packet will be matched against the
Implicit Clean-up Rule.
C. If a packet does not match a Network Policy Layer, the matching continues to its inline layer.
D. If a packet matches an inline layer, it will continue matching the next layer.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
References:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a SQL Server 2012 database named DB1 that is accessed by 650 concurrent users.
You need to log all of the queries to DB1 that become deadlocked. The solution must minimize
the impact on the server.
What should you create?
A. A SQL Server Profiler trace
B. A script that enables trace flags
C. A SQL Server Agent job that retrieves information from the
sys.dm_tran_session_transactions dynamic management views
D. A SQL Server Agent job that retrieves information from the sys.dm_tran_active_transactions
dynamic management views
Answer: B
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